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How To Make Your Clients 
Fall in Love With You

by Lake Louise



Love Your Clients as Yourself

 Reflections of ourselves

 How much do we love 
ourselves

 How judgmental are 
we of ourselves
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Love Your Clients as Yourself
 Love them even before 

you meet them

 Be genuine and authentic

 Treat them as a guest in 
your home

 Do more than they expect



Practical Steps

 Offer suggestions that will save client time 
and money

 Follow up soon after a service

 Email them suggested at-home care routine

 Keep the promises you make



Solve Their Problem
 Our brains are wired in 

problem/solution

 We have the solution… 
but we don’t define 
the problem

 Let them know they 
need you…



Solve Their Problem

 Everything that you sell is “medicine”

 If it’s not “medicine”… it ain’t selling

 If it’s not solving a problem, nobody wants it…

 All of your printed information should explain 
what problem you solve

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hey do you want a facial?... May not work… Hey do you have breakouts… Start defining the problem that you solve and people will listen…



Solve Their Problem

 We know it in our heads but we need to 
communicate it 

 They will fall in love with you... For solving 
their problem.

 Until you define the pain, the “medicine” 
doesn’t make sense.



Earn Recommendations

 Only those clients who are pleased will recommend

 Ask for recommendations at the right time.
 but as soon as possible

 Do something they would want to tell others



Earn Recommendations

 Send a hand written note – as if to yourself

“So happy that you enjoyed your treatment 
today… I truly enjoyed treating your skin… 
thank you for trusting me to do so…



Earn Recommendations

 Send a follow up email

“As a small, indie business, trust is vital for my 
business. New customers who don't know me 
have to take a risk at first. Reviews from other 
customers can help them feel more 
comfortable in their decision. Would you mind 
writing a short review for me? Even something 
simple is useful.”



Monetize Customer Feedback

Converting a non-revenue 
asset into a revenue 

generating asset



Monetize Customer Feedback

 Ask client what they liked about the service.
 “what was your favorite part?”

 Make it easy for clients to leave feedback

 Appreciate all feedback even if it’s negative

 Ask them to rate your services



Monetize Customer Feedback

 Respond to all feedback and comments

 Ask how they heard about you?

 Why did they choose you?

 Use their quote in an IG post or story or Ad.



Client disappointment

 An opportunity to improve

 Clients are our teachers

 Take deep slow breaths…

 We never know what 
someone is going through



Common Mistakes

 Avoiding communication with your clients

 Interrupting your clients

 Making excuses to your clients

 Taking the disappointment personally



Common Mistakes

 Looking for someone to blame

 Throwing co-workers under the bus

 Leaving clients unattended for too long

 Not keeping your promises to solve clients’ 
problems in a timely manner;



Believe in You!



Believe in You!

 Pretend the world is conspiring to make 
you successful

 Victim says: everything is against me…

 We are always doing the best we can



Love your client Love Yourself

When you become madly in love with yourself, 
your clients will too.



THANK YOU
LAKE@SMBESSENTIALS.COM

WWW.LOTUSMOONSKINCARE.COM + 
WWW.PLAINJANEBEAUTY.NET
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